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Havit Gamenote H659d gaming headphones
The  Havit  Gamenote  H696d  are  gaming  headphones  that  have  been  designed  with  comfort  and  quality  in  mind.  RGB  backlighting
provides visual appeal, while powerful 50mm drivers ensure stereo clarity. Take your gaming experience to a whole new level!
 
Discover a new level of immersion
Want  to  immerse  yourself  in  the  world  of  your  favourite  game and get  one  hundred  per  cent  into  the  world  atmosphere?  The  50mm
drivers  make  your  gaming  experience  even  more  immersive.  High-quality  stereo  surround  sound  will  transport  you  into  the  world  of
virtual entertainment even more effectively. Get the edge right from the start - no opponent can surprise you now!
 
Recognise the importance of communication
In dynamic online gameplay, every split second counts. Alert your team members and communicate for better performance. The H696D
features an omni-directional microphone that effectively captures the sound of your voice so you can be sure no one misses your cues.
What's more, the microphone tilt can be adjusted up to 120°. Opt for a combination of functionality and comfort!
 
Designed specifically for gamers
You love spending long hours playing your favorite games? The H696D is designed to be comfortable even during long gaming sessions.
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The soft ear cups fit snugly around your ears to reduce the chances of discomfort. What's more, the stylish RGB backlighting makes the
whole thing look great. The Havit H696D is quality in every respect!
 
Manufacturer
Havit
Model
H659D
Drivers
50 mm
Impedance
32Ω ±15%
Sensitivity
111 dB ±3 dB
Frequency response
20 Hz - 20 kHz
Microphone
6 x 2 mm
Microphone sensitivity
-38 dB ±3 dB
Cable length
2.2 m ±10%
Plug
3.5 mm + USB

Price:

€ 14.00
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